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MUSICIAN & SPEAKER  
SOFI TUKKER 
Grammy-nominated Musical Duo. 

 
Sofi Tukker is an American musical duo based in Florida consisting 
of Sophie Hawley-Weld and Tucker Halpern. They are best known 
for their songs "Drinkee", "Best Friend", and "Purple Hat". "Best 
Friend" was featured in a commercial during Apple's unveiling of 
the iPhone X, while "Drinkee" was nominated for a Grammy at 
the 2017 Grammy Awards. In December 2018, their 
album Treehouse was nominated for a Grammy for Best 
Dance/Electronic Album.  
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OPENING & BLESSING 
JC CATHOLIQUE 
DËNËSŲŁINË ́ELDER FROM ŁUTSËL K’É, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, 
CANADA 
 
I was born in Łutsël K’é, Northwest Territories, Canada. I am a 
Dënësųłinë́ person. I became a counselor and started to work with 
my community. I wanted to be a helper and make a difference for 
my community, so I decided to go back to school. I went to First 
Nations University in 1987 to obtain a bachelor’s degree in Indian 
Social Work. I began to learn about my culture and started to speak 
my language fluently. In my healing journey, I went through many 
healing ceremonies. The ceremonies helped me deal with my 
traumatic experiences at residential school. I worked with Elders 
throughout the years and started to learn my Dene traditional 
knowledge. Teaching traditional Dene handgames to the youth was 
also a big moment for me. Today I am considered an Elder and sit 
on the Elders Committee for my community mahsi. 
 

 

 
 

 
HOST & MODERATOR 
FEMI OKE 
CO-FOUNDER MODERATE THE PANEL 
 
Femi Oke is an award-winning international journalist, broadcaster, 
professional moderator and co-founder of the diverse moderators 
bureau "Moderate The Panel." Based in Washington, D.C., she hosts 
the interactive current affairs show “The Stream” for Al Jazeera 
English; is a correspondent for the Al Jazeera documentary series 
"Fault Lines"; and the social media correspondent for NPR's midday 
news program "Here and Now." 

 

 

 
 

 
SPEAKER 
ACHIM STEINER 
ADMINISTRATOR, UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME  
 
Achim Steiner is the Administrator of the United Nations 
Development Programme. Before joining UNDP, he was Executive 
Director of the United Nations Environment Programme, director of 
the Oxford Martin School, Director-General of the International 
Union for the Conservation of Nature, and Secretary General of the 
World Commission on Dams. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

SPEAKER 
KHEMUPSORN “CHERRY” SIRISUKHA 
ACTOR, THAILAND 
 
Khemupsorn "Cherry" Sirisukha is a popular Thai actress. She has 
acted in a number of dramas, including Kaew Tah Pee and Thur Kue 
Duang Jai. Besides acting, she is also a model and a host She got 
Asia Model Festival Awards in 2011. She has ancestry royalty 
of Nan descent from her mother. In addition to her work in the 

entertainment industry, she is also an environmental activist. 

 
 

 

 
SPEAKER FROM 
BOON RUEANG WETLAND FOREST CONSERVATION 
GROUP 
 
The Boon Rueang Wetland Forest Conservation Group formed in 
response to threats against the largest wetland forest in the Ing 
River Basin in Northern Thailand. The community has maintained 
stewardship over the 483 hectare forest through coordinated 
advocacy and dialogue with stakeholders, while pursuing a 
successful community forestry model under a landscape 
conservation paradigm. Education, mobilization, fundraising, and 
extensive research on the rich biodiversity and significant economic 
value of the wetland forest all have ensured the protection of an 
ecosystem critical to providing natural water reserves for 
agriculture and consumption, habitats for wildlife, acting as carbon 
storage and preserving the biodiversity of the Indo-Burma Region. 
Through thoughtful advocacy, the group achieved the reversal of an 
earlier administrative decision to use Boon Rueang wetland forest 
for industrial purposes. The wetland forest is now protected as a 
community inheritance for generations to come. 
 

 
Source: The Hague Academy of International Law 
 
 
 

 

SPEAKER 
PROF. RAYMOND RANJEVA 
LAWYER AND FORMER VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
COURT OF JUSTICE 

 
Raymond Ranjeva (born August 31, 1942 in Antananarivo, 
Madagascar), served as a judge on the International Court of Justice 
from February, 1991 until February, 2009. He served as Vice 
President of the International Court of Justice from 2003 until 2006 
and has been a Member of the Court since 1991, having won 
reelection in 2000. Prior to his election to the Court, he was a 
Professor of Law at the University of Madagascar from 1981 to 
1991, the same university he earned a B.A. from in 1965. In 
addition, he served as a Lecturer at the Hague Academy of 
International Law in 1987 and 1997. 
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SPEAKER 
H.E. BAOMIAVOTSE VAHINALA RAHARINIRINA 
MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, 
MADAGASCAR 
 
Baomiavotse Vahinala Raharinirina is the Minister of Environment 
and Sustainable Development of Madagascar starting from January 
2020. Prior the Ministry position, she  worked as a Consultant at 
Trans-Humans. She holds PhD from University of Versailles St. 
Quentin in Ecological Economics, Environmental Economics, and 
Natural Resources Economics. 

 
 

 
 

SPEAKER 
HENRI RAKOTOSON 
PRESIDENT VOI TAMIA 
 
In 2004, facing the deterioration of the 90-hectare Andranobe Lake 
which provided the base of their local fishing and agriculture 
livelihoods, four communities in central Madagascar came together 
to form the community-based organization Tatamo Miray 
an’Andranobe (TAMIA). Based on customary social contracts, 
TAMIA has served as a platform to restore the lake’s water level and 
quality, remove invasive aquatic species, and repopulate fish stocks. 
Planting trees on the adjacent hillsides, the communities reduced 
silting of the lake by 50%. Fish catches increased from 8 tonnes in 
2004 to 20 tonnes in 2019. 420 hectares of farms are under 
irrigation with lake water even in the dry season. The lake secures 
access to drinking water for 3,500 people. A water user association 
as well as farming and fishing cooperatives under the umbrella of 
TAMIA have further contributed to higher and more predictable 

incomes for villagers. 
 

 
 
 

SPEAKER  
TRUDIE STYLER  
DIRECTOR, PRODUCER, ACTRESS, ACTIVIST 
 
Trudie Styler is a British actress and producer, known 
for Moon (2009), Filth (2013) and The Next Three Days (2010). She 
started the Rainforest Foundation in 1989 to help save the 
rainforests. Styler trained at the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School. 
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SPEAKER  
STING   
MUSICIAN, ACTOR, AND ACTIVIST  
 
Sting is an English musician and actor. He was the principal 
songwriter, lead singer, and bassist for the new wave rock band the 
Police from 1977 to 1984, and launched a solo career in 1985. In 
June 1985, Sting released his first solo album 'The Dream Of The 
Blue Turtles' and it was a revelation. As a solo musician and a 
member of The Police, Sting has received 17 Grammy Awards. 

  

  

SPEAKER FROM 
ALIANZA CEIBO  
 
Alianza Ceibo unites four indigenous peoples in their struggle to 
counter environmental degradation to protect over 20,000 square 
kilometers of primary rainforest across four provinces and 70 
communities in the Ecuadorian Amazon. In one of the world’s most 
biodiverse ecosystems, this indigenous-led alliance provides 
alternatives to extractive industries, ranching, and large-scale 
monocultures. Alianza Ceibo’s activities provide clean water to over 
6,000 people, connect remote communities to solar power, and 
support women entrepreneurs. The alliance’s advocacy and ongoing 
legal accompaniment have led to the revocation of mine and oil 
concessions in indigenous territories. Participatory community 
mapping processes document the stewardship of Kofán, Siona, 
Secoya and Waorani peoples over their lands, and have initiated 
legal claims for community land title. Community patrols and 
monitoring trace illegal incursions into their territories, while 
indigenous youth train in documentary film-making and storytelling. 
Alianza Ceibo’s wide range of gender-responsive solutions is 
inspired by indigenous wisdom and traditional practice, aligning 
conservation and sustainable development in a significant carbon 
sink. 
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MUSICIAN 
LILA DOWNS   
SINGER-SONGWRITER AND ACTRESS 
 
Lila Downs is one of the most influential artists in Latin America. 
Frequently her lyrics focus on justice, immigration and women’s 
problems. She grew up in both Minnesota and Oaxaca, Mexico, her 
mother is from the Mixtec indigenous group and her father was 
Scottish-American. Lila sings in Spanish, English and several native 
American languages such as Zapotec, Mixtec, Nahuatl, Mayan and 
Purepecha. She has been invited to sing with symphonies such as 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the San Francisco Symphony and 
the UNAM Symphony in Mexico. She was invited by Barack Obama 
to sing in the White House and acted in the Oscars for her 
participation in the film Frida. Lila has recorded nine studio albums. 
She has been nominated for nine Grammy awards and has won six. 

 

 
 

SPEAKER  
DR. JANE GOODALL DBE 
FOUNDER OF THE JANE GOODALL INSTITUTE &  
UN MESSENGER OF PEACE 
 
In July 1960, Jane Goodall traveled from England to what is now 
Tanzania and ventured into the world of wild chimpanzees. 
Equipped with a notebook, binoculars, and her fascination with 
wildlife, she braved a realm of unknowns to give the world a 
remarkable window into humankind’s closest living relatives. 
Through nearly 60 years of groundbreaking work, Dr. Jane Goodall 
has not only shown us the urgent need to protect chimpanzees 
from extinction; she has redefined species conservation to include 
the needs of local people and the environment. Today she travels 
the world, speaking about the threats facing chimpanzees and 
environmental crises, urging people to take action on behalf of all 
living things and the planet we share. 

 

 
 

SPEAKER  
CLARA HUGHES  
OLYMPIC CHAMPION AND HUMANITARIAN, CANADA 
 
Clara Hughes, a dual-season Olympian, is the only athlete in history 
to win multiple medals at both the summer and winter Olympic 
Games. Her six career medals tie her as Canada’s most decorated 
Olympian. Hughes is also known for her philanthropic work. After 
winning gold at Turin 2006, she donated $10,000 from her personal 
savings to Right to Play programs. Canadians rose to her challenge, 
raising more than half a million dollars for the international 
humanitarian organization that promotes development through 
sport. After her bronze medal at Vancouver 2010, she donated to 
“Take a Hike”, a local inner-city school program that uses 
adventure-based learning for at-risk youth.  



 

 
 

SPEAKER 
ADELINE JONASSON 
COMMUNITY ELDER, ŁUTSËL K’E DENE FIRST NATION 
 
After 40 years of advocacy, the Łutsël K’é Dene First Nation 
achieved the vision of protecting their land and waters for future 
generations in 2019 by signing agreements with national and 
territorial governments to officially create Thaidene Nëné, a 26,000 
square kilometer protected area between the Canadian boreal 
forest and the arctic tundra. This intact landscape features some of 
the cleanest freshwater in the world and provides habitat for grizzly 
bears, wolves, moose, wolverine and some of the last herds of 
barren-ground caribou. It is also a globally significant carbon sink. 
This indigenous-led conservation model is made possible through 
the use of an innovative conservation finance mechanism called the 
Thaidene Nëné Trust, which is critical to the long-term conservation 
and lasting stewardship of this protected area. The Trust and 
indigenous local leadership lay the groundwork for this model of 
effective co-management. 

 

 
 

SPEAKER  
NICHOLAS SAPUTRA  
ACTOR AND PRODUCER, INDONESIA 

 
Nicholas Saputra is an Indonesian actor and film producer, known 
for Gie (2005), Joni's Promise (2005) and Aruna & Her Palate (2018). 
He has won Best Actor award at the Indonesian Movie Awards for 
his role in Janji Joni (2005), Citra Award for Best Leading Actor at 
the Indonesian Film Festival (the Indonesian equivalent to 
the Academy Awards) for his performance in Gie (2005), and Citra 
Award for Best Supporting Actor at the Indonesian Film Festival for 
his performance in Aruna & Lidahnya (2018). Saputra is also known 
as a dedicated environmentalist. He has served as the executive 
producer and producer for three acclaimed environmental 
films under his production company, Tanakhir Films. He has been 
active in conservation campaigns for years. 
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SPEAKER FROM 
FOMMA, THE ALLIANCE OF THE INDIGENOUS 
PEOPLES OF THE KAYAN MENTARANG NATIONAL 
PARK 
 
Bringing together 11 indigenous groups, Forum Musyawarah 
Masyarakat Adat Taman Nasional Kayan Mentarang (FoMMA) 
advocates for the rights of communities who live on 20,000 square 
kilometers of customary land in Northern Kalimantan. A large 
portion of their ancestral lands, mainly made up of forests and 
rivers, overlaps with Kayan Mentarang National Park. The park was 
the first in Indonesia to be placed under a collaborative 
management arrangement. Government and indigenous 
authorities, represented by FoMMA, decide jointly on resource 
management as well as traditional access and use rights, promoting 
local stewardship over the park. FoMMA has supported 
communities to document and map over 20,000 square kilometers 
of indigenous territories. In 2019, they secured legal recognition for 
a first block of 2,500 square kilometers of customary lands under 
national law. FoMMA’s communities pursue traditional forest-based 
local economies, and protect large swaths of rainforest in an effort 
to mitigate climate change and retain traditional ways of life. 

 

 
 

SPEAKER  
LAHPAI SENG RAW  
FOUNDER, METTA DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION, MYANMAR 
 
Lahpai Seng Raw is the founder of Myanmar's largest civil society 
group, Metta Development Foundation. Founded in 1997, the group 
is a national organization that works across Myanmar responding to 
community led-projects and humanitarian emergencies. The group 
runs healthcare, agriculture and peace projects in Kachin State. 
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SPEAKER  
PAUL SEIN TWA  
FROM 
SALWEEN PEACE PARK  
 
In an area of South-Eastern Myanmar marked by 70 years of 
conflict, the Salween Peace Park is the result of a Karen indigenous 
grassroots movement for stability and conservation of a 5,400 
square kilometer continuous ecosystem made up of protected 
areas, community forests and indigenous lands. Based on an 
indigenous vision of sustainable use of natural resources, coupled 
with traditional practices and taboos, local communities lead a life 
that respects wildlife and local ecosystems. A camera-trap program 
led by female researchers has shown remarkable species diversity in 
the area, contributing to the conservation of the Indo-Burma 
biodiversity hotspot. Organic agriculture has allowed villagers to 
recover livelihoods in an area impoverished from decades of 
conflict. Established in 2014 in a highly participatory process and 
founded upon principles of peace and self-determination, ecological 
integrity and cultural survival, the Salween Peace Park is an 
expression of Karen indigenous identity. 
 

 
 

 

 
MUSICIAN 
CHI SUWICHAN 
KAREN MUSICIAN AND COMMUNITY ACTIVIST  
 
Chi “Suwichan Phattanaphraiwan” was born in Chiang Mai and is an 
internationally renowned Pgaz k’Nyau songwriter, musician, singer, 
poet, activist, and professor. Chi composes, sings, and writes poetry 
using the traditional Pgaz k’Nyaw harp (Tehnaku) and Karen 
language to share and promote the culture and rights of the Pgaz 
k’Nyaw people (Karen Indigenous People). Chi is actively involved in 
the Karen Network for Culture and the Environment, serves as vice 
president of the Foundation for Culture and Environment, 
Southeast Asian chapter (FCESA), and co-founded the Karen 
Community Eco museum in Tak Province and the Asian Ethnic 
Creative Foundation. As the Geo-Cultural Management Assistant 
Professor at Srinakharinwirot University, he composes songs about 
ethnicity, telling stories of the local Pgaz K’ Nyau, communicates the 
value of human beings through songs and project ideas relating to 
the goodness of Pgaz K’ Nyau.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

SPEAKER  
HENRY GOLDING 
ACTOR AND PRODUCER 

 
Henry Ewan Golding is a Malaysian-British actor, model, and 
television host. He is known for his film work, playing the role of 
Nick Young in Crazy Rich Asians, as well as Sean Townsend in the 
thriller A Simple Favor and Tom in the romantic comedy Last 
Christmas. 
 

 
 

 
 

SPEAKER  
DAVID KAIMOWITZ  
SENIOR ADVISOR CLIMATE AND LAND USE ALLIANCE 
 
David Kaimowitz serves as CLUA’s Senior Adviser and Mexico and 
Central America Initiative Lead. He previously led the Ford 
Foundation’s Natural Resources and Climate Change program and 
served as a member on CLUA’s Board of Directors. His grantmaking 
focuses on giving poor rural families greater access to and control 
over forests and other natural resources, with a particular emphasis 
on indigenous peoples. His grantmaking supports global projects 
both in the Mexico and Central America region. Before joining the 
Ford Foundation, David was Director General of the Center for 
International Forestry Research (CIFOR) in Bogor, Indonesia.  

 

 
 

SPEAKER  
PAULINA PAR  
PRESIDENT OF UTZ CHE’ ASOCIACIÓN DE FORESTERÍA 
COMUNITARIA DE GUATEMALA UTZ CHE’  

 
Utz Che’ is a network of over 40 indigenous and local communities 
and farmer associations representing about 200,000 people in the 
entire country, 90% of them indigenous. Supporting its members in 
the sustainable management of their resources, mainly highland 
cloud forests and watersheds, the organization guides advocacy 
efforts of marginalized communities confronting encroachments on 
their territories. Incorporating Mayan traditional and cultural 
knowledge, training and farmer-to-farmer learning exchanges 
promote the conservation of local agrobiodiversity, use of heirloom 
species, and sharing of best practices in forestry and agroforestry. 
The livelihoods of 33,000 families have been improved through the 
creation of family farms using organic farming techniques. Member 
communities collectively hold and protect 74,000 hectares of forest. 
Utz Che’ emphasizes democratic inclusion, financial transparency 
and a strong representation of women in leadership positions. 
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SPEAKER  
H.E. CLAUDE NYAMUGABO 
MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO 

 
Claude Nyamugabo held senior positions in various governments of 
the Congo, including those of Minister of Youth and Sports from 
February 19, 2010 to April 28, 2012, Minister of Small and Medium-
Sized Enterprises from October 26, 2008 to February 19, 2010. 
Deputy Minister of Justice and Human Rights from November 25, 
2007 to October 26, 2008. Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the RFC in Ethiopia from December 2015 to 
October 2017 and Representative of the DRC to the African Union 
and the United Nations Commission for Africa. Before becoming 
Minister of EDD, he was the Governor of the province of South Kivu 
from October 2017 to March 2019. He was also elected National 
Deputy in the electoral district of Kabare during the 2018 elections. 

 

 

SPEAKER  
ALBERT LOTANA LOKASOLA 
DIRECTOR VIE SAUVAGE 
 
Albert Lotana Lokasola is the founder of Djolu Technical College and 
the president and founder of Vie Sauvage, a nonprofit Congolese 
conservation and development organization that manages Djolu 
Technical College and the Kokolopori Bonobo Reserve. Officially 
recognized by the DRC government in May 2009, the Reserve is a 
high biodiversity wilderness area. Before founding Vie Sauvage, he 
served as the DRC Secretary General of the Red Cross.  Since 2011, 
he has also represented Djolu Territory in the DRC Parliament.  His 
previous academic training is in chemistry and biology, and he is 
currently a graduate student in ecology researching the impacts of 
slash-and-burn agriculture on wildlife and ecological processes in 
the Maringa-Lopori-Wamba Landscape. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

SPEAKER  
MARGARET ATWOOD   
WORLD-RENOWNED AUTHOR, ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST AND 
HONORARY CO-PRESIDENT OF BIRDLIFE INTERNATIONAL’S RARE 
BIRD CLUB 
 
Margaret Atwood, whose word has been published in more than 45 
countries, is the author of more than 50 books of fiction, poetry, 
critical essays, and graphic novels. Her latest novel, The Testaments, 
is a co-winner of the 2019 Booker Prize. It is the long-awaited 
sequel to The Handmaid's Tale, now an award-winning TV series. 
Her other works of fiction include Cat's Eye, finalist for the 1989 
Booker Prize; Alias Grace, which won the Giller Prize in Canada and 
the Premio Mondello in Italy; The Blind Assassin, winner of the 2000 
Booker Prize. The MaddAddam Trilogy; and Hag-Seed. She is the 
recipient of numerous awards, including the Peace Prize of the 
German Book Trade, the Franz Kafka International Literary Prize, the 
PEN Center USA Lifetime Achievement Award, and the Los Angeles 
Times Innovator's Award. She lives in Toronto. 

 
 
 

 

 
 
SPEAKER  
NELSON OLE REIYIA  
CEO AND CO-FOUNDER NASHULAI MASSAI CONSERVANCY 

 
Nelson Ole Reiyia is a local Maasai who left to obtain a university 
degree, then returned to his people. Together, in council with 
the Elders, they came together to create the first Conservancy & 
safari camp to be owned, directed and managed by the Maasai 
themselves. The Nashulai Conservancy is comprised of 6000 acres 
right next to the Maasai Mara National Park, one of the Seven 
Natural Wonders of the World; with the highest density of animals 
in the African wilderness. The Nashulai conservancy is funded via 
Safari Camp and Expeditions. In this way the conservancy 
is reversing poverty among the local Maasai villagers, who work and 
learn skills, while protecting local animal and plant diversity at the 
same time.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
SPEAKER FROM 
MUJERES Y AMBIENTE SPR DE RL DE CV  
 
In the state of Querétaro, this women-founded and women-led 
association has been working with an environmentally-minded 
Spanish company, the Mexican Government, and a local university 
to develop and market cosmetics based on the ‘toronjil’, or lemon 
balm plant. The agreement signed between the parties is 
considered one of the first cases of full compliance with the Nagoya 
Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing. The association supports 
women entrepreneurs to grow their agricultural micro-businesses, 
and engages in biodiversity conservation, restoration, stabilization 
of soils, and nursery cultivation. The activities have empowered the 
women to create jobs and improve livelihoods in their community 
based on their traditional knowledge about local biodiversity, 
including herbal products and medicinal plants. The entrepreneurs 
have become part of a sustainable supply chain for the cosmetics 
industry, and serve as an example of successful conservation 
through the sustainable use of genetic resources. 

 

 
 

MUSICIAN  
RICKY KEJ 
GRAMMY AWARD-WINNING MUSICIAN AND ENVIRONMENTALIST 
 
Grammy® Award Winner, US Billboard #1 artist, UNESCO- MGIEP 
Ambassador & UNICEF 'Celebrity Supporter' Ricky Kej is an 
internationally renowned Indian Music Composer, Professor, and 
Environmentalist. Ricky has dedicated his life and music to creating 
awareness on the Environment, and positive social impact. He has 
performed at prestigious venues in over 30 countries, including at 
the United Nations Headquarters in New York and Geneva. 
Ricky Kej composed and produced his album ‘SHANTI SAMSARA', 
which was launched by Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and 
French President Francois Hollande at the United Nations COP21 
Climate Change Conference in Paris. In addition to winning more 
than a 100 music awards, he has been awarded "United Nations 
Global Humanitarian Artist" & “Youth Icon of India". He is also a 
professor at the prestigious National Institute of Advanced Studies. 

 


